
The lower the risk, 

potentially lower return

The higher the risk, 

potentially higher return 

This indicator measures the level of volatility of the fund and the risk to which 

your capital is exposed.
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Investment Strategy

Tailor Crédit Rendement Cible (C & D classes)

TAILOR CREDIT RENDEMENT CIBLE is a UCITS that offers a positive

return (excluding any defaults) over the recommended investment period of

5 years. The management team sets a target maturity between 0 and 8

years, then selects mainly private bonds with an investment grade rating

and a current maturity of 2028. As a result, over time, your capital will be

less and less sensitive to changes in interest rates as you move closer to

the maturity of the bonds in your portfolio.

Rapport Mensuel

Monthly comment 

Historical performances Performance evolution

Recommended investment horizon 5 years

SRRI Scale

61 2 3 4 5 7

Historical volatility

Past performance are not a reliable indicator of future performance and are not constant over time.

Performance are calculated net of income and refer to share class C. 

Awards

Risk indicators

TAILOR CREDIT RENDEMENT CIBLE (C/D class) rose by +0.55% in April,

making -0.76% YTD, resisting much better than the indexes the very brutal

pressure on interest rates that penalized investment-grade bonds at the

beginning of the year, in the euro zone and even more so in the United

States (-1.11% and -3.27% for the BBB 7-10 year EUR and USD corporate

indexes).

As we indicated in the last monthly report, this temporary decline in the price

of investment-grade bonds offers an attractive entry point, as it is in no

way linked to an increased risk on their repayment, but only to a rise in their

yield.

Moreover, since the beginning of the year, we have captured what we

consider to be the best Investment Grade "value" bonds, i.e. those with two

performance drivers: their yield + a potential rebound in their price, in order

to compete with the performance of High Yield bonds but without the high

default risks specific to this bond segment. And it works: over the month, the

fund outperformed the BBB 7-10 year index (+0.09%) but also the High

Yield (+0.55%).

Among the strongest convictions in the portfolio are the outperformance of

the High Yield indices by Unibail Rodamco 2029 (BBB+) bonds (+2.1%),

HSBC 2028 (A) bonds (+1.2%) and General Motors 2028 (BBB-/BBB) bonds

(+1.0%).
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Tailor Credit Rendement Cible - C Benchmar Index

Year Fund
Benchmark 

index

2010 (1 mois) +0,37% -0,45%

2011 +0,09% +4,74%

2012 +22,75% +6,69%

2013 +6,23% +0,12%

2014 -1,26% +0,83%

2015 -1,43% -1,57%

2016 +11,13% +7,47%

2017 +5,28% +3,69%

2018 -3,47% -2,14%

2019 +7,62% +5,33%

2020 +5,28% +3,55%

2021 -0,76% -1,11%

Total +61,90% +30,00%

Annualized +4,73% +2,55%

3,90%
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Main risks and warnings 

Inception date : 30/11/2010 

Base Currency : EUR 

Assets under management : 434 million €

Legal Form : UCITS 

Category : International Bonds

Management Company : Tailor Asset Management

Custodian & Fund Administrator : CIC & CREDIT 

MUTUEL AM

Auditor : KPMG SA

Liquidity : Daily

Cut off : Every day at 10am

Inception date : C: 30/11/2010 ; D: 07/01/2011 

Base Currency : EUR

Income allocation-Class C : Accumulation 

Income allocation-Class D : Income

ISIN C Class: FR0010952432

ISIN D Class: FR0010959700

Management fees : 1,30% maximum

Subscription & Redemption fee : 4% maximum

Performance fee : None

Bloomberg code : TAILH16

The performance of the benchmark corresponds to the OAT 3.25% 25

April 2016 (FR0010288357) until 27/11/2015 and then to the iBoxx EUR

Corporate BBB index corresponding to the fund's target maturity, namely the

7-10 years index for 2015 and 2016, the 5-7 years index for 2017 and 2018,

the 3-5 years index until July 31th 2020 and the 7-10 years index since then.

Since 01/04/2021 the performance of the reference index corresponds to the

ICE BofA 7-10 years BBB Eur Corporate index

The Synthetic Risk and Return Indicator (SRRI) measures the level of

volatility of the fund and the risk to which your capital is exposed. Risk 1

does not mean a risk-free investment. The risk category associated with the

UCITS is not guaranteed and may change over time.

The ratings presented in this report are based on Tailor Asset

Management’s own methods.

The yield to maturity is a market hypothesis made by Tailor Asset

Management as of the date of this report and does not constitute a promise

of return. The calculation is made gross of the portfolio management fees

and on the assumption that no credit event (default) affects any of the

securities in the portfolio during its lifetime.

This monthly report is based on Tailor Asset Management’s proprietary

data.

Tailor Asset Management has been rated AAA by Quantalys since

December 2019 among the Global Bonds category. This award does not

prejudge the future performance of the UCITS.

Past performance are not a reliable indicator of future performances and

are not constant over time. Performances are calculated both net of income

and management fees.

Capital loss : A capital loss occurs when you sell a unit at a price lower

than the price you paid for the purchase of this unit.

Interest rate risk : Net asset value could decrease in case of an interest

rates increase.

Credit risk : Credit risk is the risk that the issuer will not be able to meet its

obligations.

This marketing document is made by Tailor Asset Management. Its sole

purpose is to provide you with some information about the characteristics of

the UCITS. This is not an offer, or a personalized recommendation or a

sollicitation to subscribe to a product or service.

Tailor Asset Management reminds you that prior to any investment, it is

necessary to contact your financial advisor to evaluate and ensure the

adequacy of the product or service according to your situation, profile and

objectives. For more information about risks and costs, you can refer to the

KIID, prospectus or contact your usual intermediary.

The country of origin of the fund is France. This document may only be

proposed in Switzerland to qualified investors within the meaning of Art. 10

para. 3, 3bis and 3ter CISA. In Switzerland, the paying agent is Banque

Cantonale de Genève, 17 quai de l'Ile, 1204 Geneva. The key documents

of the fund as well as the annual report and, where applicable, half-yearly

report may be obtained free of charge.
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Bond Rating Weight
Yield in 

€
Duration

TIKEHAU CAPITAL SCA 3/2029 CALL 12/2028 BBB- 3,13% 1,85      7,33      

ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI 1/2029 BBB- 3,11% 1,36      6,77      

BANQUE FED CRED MUTUEL 6/2029 A- 3,08% 0,89      7,45      

JCDECAUX SA 4/2028 CALL 1/2028 BBB- 3,05% 0,90      6,22      

PHOENIX GRP HLD PLC 1/2029 BBB 3,02% 1,84      6,63      

DOW CHEMICAL CO/THE 11/2029 BBB+ 3,00% 1,66      6,71      

INTERMEDIATE CAPITAL GRO 2/2027 CALL 11/2026BBB 2,97% 1,27      5,26      

DEUTSCHE BANK AG 1/2028 BBB 2,93% 0,92      6,31      

CREDIT AGRICOLE SA 3/2029 A- 2,86% 0,96      7,32      

ALTAREA 1/2028 CALL 10/2027 BBB- 2,85% 1,32      6,03      


